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Teacher of The Year

Note: Puppets can be very effective with this age group and may be used instead of actors. A teacher 
may carry on a conversation with a puppet as the other character if two actors are not available.

[Beth enters and Scooter enters just after her.]

Scooter:  Hi, Beth!

Beth:  Oh, hey, Scooter! How were your swimming lessons?

Scooter:  They were FANTASTIC! GREAT! AMAZING!

Beth:  Wow! You sound pretty excited. You must have had a good time.

Scooter:  I sure did! Mr. Evans is a GREAT teacher. He taught me the backstroke. It   
 goes like this! [Scooter mimes backstroke across stage.]   

Beth:  You’re pretty good at that! Mr. Evans must be your favorite teacher! 

Scooter:  He is a pretty good teacher, but I really like Mrs. Gordon, too! 

Beth:  Your teacher at school?

Scooter:  Yes! Last week she helped us make gorilla masks! And we learned about   
 gorillas. They are in the primate family. 

Beth:  Wow! Cool! So Mrs. Gordon is your favorite teacher?

Scooter:  I’m not sure. Miss Wyatt, who teaches my gymnastics class, is a super   
 teacher, too! She taught me how to do a cartwheel without falling down.

Beth:  So Miss Wyatt is your favorite teacher? 

Scooter:  I can’t decide! I like all three of my teachers. 

Beth:  Aren’t you forgetting someone?

Scooter:  Who?  
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Beth:  Jesus. He is your teacher, too. When he lived on earth, he taught people 
 all kinds of things about God. He taught them using stories called    
 parables.

Scooter:  I’ve heard of those before!

Beth:  And sometimes he just taught them lessons about God. 

Scooter:  Like my Sunday school teacher, Mr. Johnson? There’s another teacher I   
 forgot! 

Beth:  Yes, like your Sunday school teacher. Only Jesus was God, so he was the   
 best teacher EVER. 

Scooter:  Well, Beth, you’ve convinced me!

Beth:  Convinced you of what, Scooter?

Scooter:  Who my favorite teacher is.

Beth:  Who is it?

Scooter:  Jesus! He wants to teach me the most important things there are to know.

Beth:  That’s for sure! And he’ll never run out of things to teach us. 

Scooter:  Now I just need to work on being a good student. 

Beth:  Good idea! Let’s learn together!  

[Both exit.]


